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1. INTRODUCTION 

We are all familiar with the landscape around us; we 
appreciate it if not for its intrinsic aesthetic values, at least 
for the associated natural resources among which are soils, 
vegetation, building materials such as rock chips, gravel and 
sand, and the various mineral ores. 

The unravelling of the mystery surrounding the origin of 
landscapes is considered to be one of the focal research 
points in geomorphology. According t o  Budel (1963), "the 
aim of geomorphology is to order and interprete the 
significance of the immense variety of the earth's surfact 
relief." Developments in geornorphology in the early part 
of this century focused entirely on the explanation of the 
origin of landscapes in various parts of the earth's surface as 
witnessed the work of the greatest geomorphologist - 
William Morris Davis, and other lesser luminaries. Although 
researches in geomorphology have become more refined in 
terms of scientific, -field and laboratory studies of various 
geomorphological processes and non dynamic features, 
however, as observed by Douglas (1980); "the ultimate goal 
of much the present concern with the study of geomorphic 
process-' is the improvement of our ability to interprete the 
evolution of landforms, to explain the origin of correlative 
deposits and to estimate the rate at which segments of the 
earth's surface evolved". 

Given this observation, the choice to explain the origin 
of landforms in the humid tropical environment, the topic of 
this lecture, is quite relevant. In fact, it is such as important 
curient geomorphological issue as to warrant the publication 
of a book in 1985 - Environmental Change and ;Tropical 
Geomorphology edited by L Douglas and T. Spencer. 

The humid tropical landscape can be resolved into indivi- 
dual landf6rms depending on their morphostructure and the 
geomorphic processes operating on them. However, land- 
form recognition is a matter of scale and perspective. For 
example the entire Chad Basin can be regarc'ed as a land- 
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form, however, it  contains smaller landforms as th-. 
floodplains of the Yedseram, Logone, Ngadda and Komadugu 
Rivers, and each of these floodplains contains individual 
landforms such as river channels, oxbow lakes, backswamp 
etc. The river channel itself can sti dved into channel 
bank, sand dunes, sand bars etc. 

The concern in this lecture is not wltn the originsf these 
individual landforms, rather the humid tropical environment 
as defined by Faniran and jeje (1983) is perceived. as a 
morphogenetic region in which the lindforms subject to thp 
constraints of varying lithologies and structure appear to  havc 
experienced similar morphogenesis both in terms of palaec 
and contemporary geomorphic processes. 

In this lecture, the broad landscape morphological charac 
teristics will be examined, and attempts will be made to 
explain the origin with particular emphasis on the environ 
mental factors of landform evolution: This will be followec 
by ar~ exposition or; the implications for land resource evalua 
tion. Given our limited knowledge of the nature of thc 
lsndscape and of the palaeo and contemporary geomorphic 
processes in the humid tropics, the approach is necessarilj 
broad. 

1.1 Landscape Morphology 

Except for the major landform complexes formed b! 
endogenetic processes in tectonically unstable areas, t111 
landscape of the tropics generally comprises an arrangemen 
of plains at different elevations separated by scarps or broac 
zones of dissection (King, 1962). The plains which exhibi 
varying proportions of the weathering front are diversifiec 
by different types of river valleys and several positive relie, 
features including tabular laterite-capped hills, low convex 
hills developed on regolith, rock outcrops, massive core- 
stones, tors, ruwares, different type of rock inselbergs - 
cil~ jes, bornhardts and whalebacks (Jeje, 1973) 
COI on limestones and different types of ridges anc 
mountains which may occur individually or in clusterec 
forms. 
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The number of storeys in any area is a factor or the 
geological and genmorphologic, y. For example, the 
lan'dscape in Guyana and Sul lmprises five storeys 
separated by scarps (Eden, 19.  -,. - .lis tiered pattern has 
also been observed by Swan (1970) in Johor, Malaysia where 
he noted that:, "the landscape consists of a bottom storey 
comprising extensive zones of deposition above which rises 
a middle storey of dissected lowlands of gentle to moderate 
steepness with a relative relief within 60m, and a top storey 
of steep sided mountains, hills and ridges with occasional 
plateaux and high plains rising above the middle storey". 
The top storey forms are characterized by faceted slopes 
comprising the crest, the upper convexity, the free face 
inclined at more than 45', the middle debris slope at about 
13', the piedmont slope at around 4.3', the alluvial toeslope 
and the stream channel. The middle storey landscape com- 
prisinq ad lowlands of gentle to moderate steepness 
with re lief up t o  61m has slopes ranging from convex 
t h ~ o u g l ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ x e c o n c a v e  to almost concave especially on 
regolith derived from granites gillaceous sediments 
and of convex form on basic The bottom storey 
comprising extensive zones of ur;pvJltion is predominant 
along the coast and inland along the main rivers. Generally, 
the landscape increases in elevation as one moves into the 
interior of Peninsular hlalaysia from the east. The low 
swampy coastal sedi~nentary and alluvial plains along the 
lower river basins are succeeded inland by dissected granitic 
lowlands which are surmounted by ridges and monadnocks. 
These are in turn succeeded inlind by discontinuous 
mountain chains. 
The tiered landscape is equally ubiquitous in Nigeria both on 
lodd and regional scales. ~ o c a l i ~ ,  it is evident in the Ibadan 
area where the Aremo ridge and the Agodi hill standing at 
65m above the local footslope constitute the highest storey, 
the footslopes and the flat to  gently convex interfluvial 
crests constitute the middle storey, while the broad valley 
floors of the Ogunpa, Ona, Kudeti and Yemetu streams form 
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LIIL , " ~ ~ e s t  storey (Fig. 1). The tiered landscape is particu- 
larly we:I developed in the rolling terrain east of Ilesa (De 
 wara at, 1953). The top storey comprising steep, unbroken, 
north-south trending ridges stands at 280m above the foot- 
slopes, the middle storev comprises the flat footslopes at 
the base of the ridges and wide interfluvial crests at 350- 
365m as.1, while the wide aggraded valley floors at 320- 
335m constitute the lowest storey. 

On a resjonal scale, this pattern is also recognizable in 
Ado-Iddo Ekiti area where the lowest storey in the upper 
basin of Upper Ogbese (Elemi) at 364m to  394m is separated 
from the dissected upper Ero basin at 515m to  576m by a 
broken rock scarp 'he high inselbergs on the latter surface 
constitutes the third storev. The tiered landscape is also 
evident on sedimentary rocks particularly on the Cretaceous 
'Jpper Coal Pleasures and Ajali Sandstone in the Nsukka area 
of southeastern Nigeria The top storey comprises several 
erosional residuals in form of laterite-capped tabular, domed, 
conical and elongated hills and ridges at a general elevation 
of 535m. The middle storey developed on Ajali Sandstone 
comprises the footslopes and the interfluvial crests at a 
general elevation of 435m while the lowest landscape, at a 
general elevation of 215m to  315m comprises the wide 
floors of the dry valleys developed on the porous and extre- 
mely permeable sandstones. The whole complex is separated 
from the Cross River Plain to  the east by a scarp up t o  lOOm 
hi&!. 

A glance at the relevant. SALR imagery of parts of Nigeria 
will show these series of surfaces and their relationship to  
one another. 

2.0 LANDSCAPE EVOLUTION 

am - l hm 

. . - - -. - - - - - 
~ i o .  I The tiered landscape around lbadan 

Landscape evolution in humid environments has been 
explained by the application of two main theories: pene- 
planation (Davis, 1899) and pediplanation (King, 1953; 
1957; 1962). 
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As the broad outline of these models is too weU known, 
these will not be repeated here. Suffice it to mention that 
peneplanation with its emphasis on iniversal decline of 
slopes (Fig. 2) cannot account for the gross morphology of 
the humid tropical landscape, nor can it account for the 
detailed landform morphology on specific surfaces. The 
model is thus generally regarded as inapplicable to  the humid 
tropical en\ 'lronment. ' 

As zgainst the decline of slopes emphasized by the pene- 
planation hypothesis, pediplanation stresses slope retreat and 
constancv of slope declivity over the landscape (Fig. 3) .  This 
theory has been applied in zxplaining landscape evolution 
in the humid tropics especially in northern Nigeria by Pugh 
(1955, 1966), Pugh and King (1352) and Clayton (1958), 
and world wide by King (1962). While useful in explaining 
+*- --oss staircase mo~hological  pattern of landscapes 

~lly in the sub-hurnld tropics,, and while it can also be 
i in explaining the develGment of specific landforms 
s tablelands, it is of doubtful validity in explaining ihe 
on of the detailed iandforril morphology especially 
more humid and warmer areas where the four pre- 

te slope elements described by King are often absent 
lode1 also fails to a&ornrn;;date the most important 
rphological process in such areas i.e. deep chemical 

wearnering and erosional stripping of the weathered roclCs. 
The model further ignores the effects of structural variations 
in landscape development. For instance the erosional 
residuals in parts of southwestern Nigeria attributed by Pugh 
(1966) to the effects of pediplanation have subsequently 
been shown to  relate to petrological variations in the local 
geology (Jeje, 1972). 

The step-like surfaces characteristic of many parts of the 
humid tropics which have been eroded one across the other 
are veritable etchplains, and can thus be explained in terms 
of the etchplanation concept. 
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acting on pre weathered materials; 

iii. landscapes within which emergent forms coexist with 
more rapidly evolving forms controlled by the 
shifting balance between weathering penetration 
and surface lowering within a system involving 
active or dynamic etchplanation. 

E. J. Wayland (1934) who first described the formation of 
"etched plains" based on his observation of the step-like 
series of plains in Buganda, recognized that a mantle of 
siprolite would result from vertical penetration of ground 
water beneath land surfaces of low relief in a seasonally 
humid tropical climate, and that "this saprolite would be 
largely removed if and when land elevation supervenes and 
this process may be repeated again and again as the country 
rises". By this means, an "etched plain" could b e  derived 
from an original peneplain and the land surface maintained 
at or near base level during spasmodic elevation over long 
time scales. 

Bailley IVillis (1936) applied this concept to interprete 
the Tangayika plateau as an "etched peneplain" widely 
mantled by residual or transported soils. Mabbutt (1961) 
also observed that antecedent weathering of the crystalline 
basement plateau area in the interior of Australia, followed 
by a change of base level and erosion led to the develop- 
ment of an erosion surface of considerable surficial configura- 
tion below the old plateau. The higher and older surface 
was represented mainly hy a laterite-capped plain while the 
lower arid stripped surface comprised the widely exposed 



basal surface of weathering together with the lower zones of 
weathering profile, the altitudinal difference between the two 
depending on the depth of the weathering profile. This 
process whereby lower surfaces are formed from the weather- 
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ing profiles of older surfaces which is described as etchplana- 
tion has been applied by Budel, (1957, 1965), Wright (1963), 
Mabbutt (1961), Thomas (1 965, 1974), Jeje (19 70),- Eden 
(1971), Fink1 a1 chward (1973), Fink1 (1979), Fair- 
bridge and Fin D), among others, to explain the 
evolution of lanb>Larc> in many parts of the humid tropics. 

An important aspect of this concept which derives from 
that of the Doppelten Einebmungslfachen of Budcl (Fig. 4) 
is that, notwithstanding the Pleistocene-Holocene climatic 
fluctudtiorv and regional base level changes, most areas in 
the humid tropics have experienced deep chemical weather- 
ing over long geological periods. Weathered rocks in this 
environment are characterized by dual surfaces of levelling - 
the weathering front or the basal surface of weathering and 
the surfare of the regolith subject to wash and other types 
of erosion. The former is characterized by highly irregular 
surficial confi<guration resulting from the variable decompo 
sition of the local rocks either along opened joints or related 
t o  extremely complex variations in their lithology and 
composition (Thomas, 1966; Faniran and Omorinbola, 
1980). 

Depths of weathering in excess of 50m have been found in 
basement compex rocks underlying deeply weathered 
sedimentary rocks in southwestern Nigezia (Jeje, 1973). The 
.average weathering depth in the basement compex rocks in 
Western Nigeria is 15.3m, but in relatively uneroded areas it 
exceeds 30m as in the Dan Mongu area in the Jos plate& 
(Faniran and Omorinbola, 1980). Weathering depths in 
excess of 90m have been reported in quartz diorite and 
metamorphic rocks in Colombia, Brazil and the Koidu area 
in Sierra Leone (Thomas, 1974; Thomas and Thorp, 1985). 
The weathering front is particularly highly irregular in 
granitic rocks due to  the tremeudous influence of joints in 
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controlling weathering penetration. 
In areas subject to deep.chemical weathering, if there is a 

marked regional uplift or a change in climate towards aridity, 
the rivers will be incised and rejuvenated and their erosional 
ability considerably enhanced. This can lead to erosional 
stripping of the regolith from the unweathered rocks to  
reveal areas of the basal surface of weathering. Where 
covered by duricrust erosional stripping may occur by slope 
retreat involving rilling, LguIlying, basal sapping and slumping. 

In other areas, erosion may be in form of surface wash, creep 
and various types of mass movement. Erosion can also occur 
through solution and removal of matter from hillslopes, 
valleysides and valley floors. Thus both the processes of 
pene- and pedi-planation are involved in etchplanation in 
which case these various concepts are not mutually exclusive. 

As chemical weathering can proceed into the rocks simul- 
taneously with erosional stripping of the regolith, weathering 
can be speeded up as a result of the downward migration 
and freqi ewal of the groundwater. This may prevent 
a comple iure of the weathering front. 
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Thus the landscape may consist of alternating areas of low 
angle transportation surfaces developed on weathered 
material and irregular upstanding exhumed areas of bedrock 
forming inselbergs, domes, ruwares, tors etc. 

Generally, the nature of the etchplain is a function of the 
lithology and structure of the .local rocks, the extent of 
exposure of these rocks, the depth *of weathering, the 
configuration of the weathering front, the tectonic histery 
and the depth of incision into the weathering profile. Based 
on the extent of the weathering front exposed, 'different 
types of etchplains (Fig. 5) have been distinguished over the 
cratonic shield areas of the humid tropics from southwestern 
Nigeria (Thomas 1965, 1969; Jeje 1970, Faniran and Jeje, 
1983). They are as follows (Fig. 6): 

etchplains, 8. Dissvted rtchplolr*s; C, Partially sTrlppad atehplalnm; 
C. Domlnantly strlppsd rtchplaln- and rtchsurhcas and E.Domtnon?ly 
atrlppld and lnclud mtchmur+aco 

The lateritized plain: This is a relatively flat or gently 
sloping undissected surface underlain by thick regolith in 
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excess of 60m. It is possibly produced by a simultaneotl 
reduction of the basal surface of weathering and the land 
surface so that few rock outcrops are exposed. It could also 
be produced during a,prolonged sporadic series of uplifts or 
as a result of prolonged base level lowering. It is found 
mainly along the major watersheds. Examples are common 
in Nigeria on the basement rocks north of Shaki especially 
around Kishi, and on the cretaceous sandstone north of 
Aiyetoro where the surface is typified by wide interfluvial 
crests about 50% of which exhibit duricrust pavements 
and deep valleys with narrow alluviated floors. 

The dissected lateritized etchplain: This results from the 
dissection and partial removal of regolith from the lateritized 

! 
plain with the weathering front unexposed except in stream 
channels. Type areas in the cretaceous sandstone include the 
area south of Aiyetoro in Ogun state where the plain is 
characterized by wide valleys 0.5 to  1.0 km wide and wide 
duricrust covered interfluvial crests and laterite mesas 
(Fig. 7). Outcrops of basement complex rocks are common 
on the valley floors. The surface also exists in a narrow zone 
east of Abeokuta at the head of the tributaries of Ogun, Ona 
and Ibu rivers between Idi Aba in Abeokuta and Ipara The 
sandstone is dissected into well spaced laterite covered mesas 
with local relief varying from 46 to  77m. Basement complex 
rocks outcrop widely in between the tabular hills especially 
on the footslopes and along river channels. 

Partially stripped rtchplain: This occurs with the further 
erosion of the above plains. The regolith has been variably 
stripped off to reveal a significant part of the weathering 
front. Local relief may range from 15-45m. Rock outcrops 
in the form of ridges, inselbergs, ruwares, corestones, tors, 
etc., infrequently occur on valley sides and interfluvial crests 
while tabular hills and lateritic breakaways occur occasional- 
ly. This surface covers a large part of the basement complex 
of southwestern Nigeria with the widest occurrence around 
Ibadan and Ogbomoso (Fig. 6). 
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Dominantly stripped etchsurfoce/etchplain: This is usually 
developed on granitic rocks, gneisses and migmatites. hlost 
of the regolith has been removed except for pockets of 
deep weathering. The plain is highly undulating with local 
relief up to lOOm or more. Most 1st and 2nd order stream 
channels occupy wide, indistinct valleys. In some areas such 
as around Aseke near Oyo up to 40'X) of the surface is in form 
of massive inselbergs and various types of rock outcrops, but 
generally bare rock outcrops constitute only about 10% of 
the surface. Type areas include the Oyo plains in the Oyo- 
Ado Awaye area in Oyo state, Iyara-Ife Ijumu, Kabba- 
Okene, and Mopa area in Kwara state ( ~ i g .  8). 

Dominantly stripped and incised etchsurface/etchplain: This 
is a further stage in the dissection of the etchplain described 
above. Most of the regolith has been removed and the 
streams are deeply incised into the bedrocks. The surface is 
characterized by  contiguous massive rock outcrops with local 
relief more than 100m. hlore than 30% of the surface is in 
form of bare rock outcrops separated by wide footslopes 
(glacis) inclined at 4'-7', and wide, incked valleys. Rock 
outcrops are frequent along the river channels. Type areas 
include Igbajo-Otan, Eruwa-Lanlate, Idere-Aiyete- 
Igangar: J ; c t r i c + c  in 31.3 < l a t e  and Ijare-Tkere-Iju area in 
Ondo stdte. 

As is obvious from the above description etchplanation 
is a rather dynamic process. For instance with further 
weathering and erosion under a new cycle, an etchplain can 
become transformed. Thus the lateritised plain can be 
transformed into a dissected laterized etchplain, while the 
latter can he transfornied into partially stripped etchplain. 

And with a change of base level involving a regional uplift, 
a succession of etchplains can occur at different elevations 
(Fig. 9). Thus while a higher plain may be in form of a 
lateritized surface, a lower one developing into thc older 
surface may be in form of a dominantly stripped etchplain. 
This is clearly illustrated around ~ o k o j a  where the Agbaja 
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plateau underlain by sandstones represents a high lateritized 
plain while on tlie basement rocks around it, a partially 
stripped etchplain is developed at a much lower elevation. 

As of now, a complete and objective typology of these 
etchplains cannot be formulated owing to paucity of data 
on their important parameters such as relief, slopes and 
drainage. However, detailed description of etchplain mor- 
phology and some aspects of drainage basin morphometry 
on these plains is provided by Faniran and Jeje (1983), and 
Tliomas and Thorp ( 1  985). 

3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND 
ETCHPLANATION I N  THE HUMID TROPICS 

Given the sequences of etchplains in the humid tropics, 
if the etchplanation concept is valid, it appears that most 
landscapes in the humid tropics have experienced episodic 
pulses of  cndogenous and exogenous processes in form of 
repeated uplift, deep chemical weathering, and erosional 
stripping over a long period of time. Bigarella (1975) shows 
that the cratonic areas of  Brazil have been subject t o  
repeated deep chemical weathering and erosion since the 
Devonian period. The oldest and one of the best preserved 
sorfaces in Brazil belongs to  this period. According t o  
Bigarella, erosion was the main feature of the Tertiary period 
in Brazil especially after . the Eocene following the uplift, 
warping and faulting of the cratonic shields. Erosion was 
especially pronounced when the climate was semi-arid, and 
this led t o  the development of younger ethchplains across the 
older surfaces. Specifically etched surfaces were formed 
i~ the Oligocene-Miocene period - the Alto Iguaco surface 
in Parana and the Palaeocene surface in Sao Paulo area; also 
another was formed during the Pliocene-Pleistocene period 
- the Curitiba surface in ~ a r a n a  These latter surfaces 
formed during semi-arid periods correlate with earlier end- 
tertiary glacial advances which were coincident with low sea 
levels. 
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The abc hasize the importance of environmental 
factors suc ~laeoclimatic fluctuations and base level 
changes in elopment of landforms, and the need t o  
examine these relative t o  landform development particularly 
in the humid tropics. The influences of these factors are so 
all pervasive on the earth surface especially since the Tertiary 
period as to induce Thornbury (1954, p. 26) to assert as one 
of the fundamenta! concepts of geomorphology that "little 
of the earth's t~po~graphy  is older than Terti'ary and most of 

lo older than Pleistocene." 

The environmental factors considered here include regional 
;e level changes related to  the tectonic history and sea 
el fluctuations: the palaeoclimatic flu1 s 
rticularly during ernary period. 

, and 
the quat 

ctuation 

3.1 Tectonic )-!istory 

Most of the knowledge about the regional pi f 

tectonic activities in the shield areas of the tropics derives 
from denudation chronology supplemented by data from 
few dated stratigraphic successions. Thus only a relatively 

sketchy outline of the tectonic history is known, a simplified 
version of which is presented here. 

Most scl-lolars (Icing, 1962; Richard, 19 75; Brown, 1975) 
agree that thc shield areas have only been subject to  epeiro- 
Sel ities since the Cretaceous, and that in most cases 
t hc contemporaneous with orogenesis in the adjacent 
fold mountain systems. For example, this was the case for 
the Australian shield with the Tasman orogrny in the Caine 
zoic (Richard, 19753, and the Brazilian-Guyana shields 
relative to the Andean mountain system in the Mia 

- 
e 

(I-Iarrington, 19  75). 
Uplifts in the shields were not uniform, axes of r n 

upwarp often separated equidimensional basins of lesser 
rise to  produce broad regional domes alternating u i t h  
regional basins as demonstrated o n  the African shield (Sum- 
merfield, 1985). The domical rises are eroded while the 
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basins (e.g.  had basin) receive the eroded sedim~ntc The 
crest of axial upwarp may be greatly up1 t to 
tension which can lead to rifting as 1 the 
rift valley system in east Africa. 
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According t o  King (1962), the cratonic sl -ere 
subject to severe disturbances following the fir em- 
berm& of the Gondwana continent in the mid Lretaceous 
and experienced moderate but widespread uplift of up to 
100m. Subsequent to this, and relative t o  the Xlpine 
orogeny towards the end of the Pliocene, these shield areas 
also experienced powerful uplifts and warping, lvhich in the 
interior of Africa involved up to  1300m elevation (Ling, 
1962). However, the amount of uplift in Nest Africa Ivas 
rather low. This particular uplift is believed to have been 
manifested in cymatogenic arching of the coastal areas of 
west and east Africa, and eastern Brazil. The epeirogenic 
upward pulses seem to have occurred in succession over a 
ion? period in central and south Africa as they are marked 
by six or set.en succession benches separated b 0 nl 
scarps in the Ldua-Kasai areas of central Xfi lng 
1962, p. 295) and by five distinct terraces in th rea 
of Zaire (5uhe,  1956). 
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'J'hile the main shield areas appear to have been tectonical- 
I>- stable since the end of the Pleistocene (Ero~vn, 1975), 
some areas adjacent to the Cainozoic mountain s)-stexxs 
and parts of the n~oi~nta in  s>-stems then~sel\-es are still rela- 
tively unstable. .For instance the Central Highlands of Keiv 
Guinea are beliet.ed to ha\,e been subject to gradual, but 
continuo~ls uplift since the Miocene, and to have experienced 
strong uplift in the I-Iolocene (Richard, 1975). --'ilso con- 
tiguous areas in south east Asia such as the Sunda Platform 
are still unstable as evidenced by series of submerged shore- 
iines and ele\,atetl beaches around the platform (Tjia, 1970). 

These \ .x io i~s  epeirogenic uplvartl pulses of the cratonic 
shield can partially account for the staircase arrangement of 
etcliplains/etchsurfaces in rnost of the humid tropics. In fact, 
Bremer (1985) and Spath (1985) attribute the staircase 

morphological pattern of the Sri Lankan landscape solely to 
these endogenous movement S. 

story, t he evoli Apart from tectonic hi ution of humid 
tropical landforms also seems to have been influenced by the 
wor a level f l  .Id wide : 
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The world wide glacio-eustatic pattern of 
tion since the end Tertiary is far from bl 
It is still very difficult to establish world wide correlations 
especially between coastal areas in the high and low latitudes, 
and between one ocean and the other. Since most of the 
studies reported in the literature have been carried out in 
the high latitudes, it is not certain if the findings can in fact 
apply to  the tropics. These studies show that the tectonic 
and glacio-eustatic sea level fluctuations M complex 
that only a very sketchy outline can be ed here. 

Based on world wide morphogeological c 3, it has 
been deduced that the sea level fell intermittent17 
most of the Tertiary period (King, 1974). This 
pattern related to several factors among which w'e 
spread crustal uplift in association with the Alpine orogeny, 
local orogenesis and volcanic actions. For instance, as a 
result of isostatic crustal rebound following the erosion of 

~ntain systems, dly the 
ea level droppec out 50m 

ween late Lretaceous and early Tertiary at a mean rate of 
m/1000 years o about ; 

nner, 1968). 
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1 --re is eviaence ro :obards the end of the rertiary, th, 
suggest eustatic falls of sea levels in relation to  glaciation 
especially from the late Miocene. However, the pattern of 
-I--30-eustatic sea level oscillation was highly con~plex due 

the intricate ' relationships between cr bsidence 
llting from'ice coverage and the varying isostatic 

r t -~ound at different locations especially LI,Z higher 
latitudes. 



As a result of the growth of the Antarctic and Greenland 
ice sheets, the sea level dropped by about 72m during the 
Pliocene - Pleistocene period (Mercer, 1968). Tannar 
(1968), however, put the drop at 75m and the period at the 
Miocene - Pliocene. While the total glacio-eustatic sea level 
changes have been estimated to range between +2b0m 
(Fairbridge, 196 1) and -160m (Shepard and Curray, 1967) 
since the Pleistocene, the actual level move 
ments is far from being resolved Table 1 and 
Fig. 10). 

pattern 
as illust 

of sea 
rated in 

Period 

Upper Plio 
" . .  

Post Wurm 

TABLE 1 
n OT sea Level Movement since the Upper 

cene 

advance 
interglacia 

! -1 - -1- -- 

Valent 

bun2 g~ac~al advance 
GumKindel interglac 
Mindel glacial advanc 
Mindel-Riss interglacia , uv... "wL.., 

Riss glacial - 110n - 66m 

Riss-Wunn + 15m + 1% Im 
Wurm glacia auvarlcc - 95m - lOOm 
I - - 2m 

dition, s 
1 rl.. -r..  

ieveral d 
-*--- -- 

ifferent :s of the maximum 
sca l c v c ~  ~ I U L L U ~ L I U I L  III ~ S S O C ~ ~ L L V ~ A  with the Pleistocene 
glacial advances have been suggested. As shown by King 
(1974), p. 263), Antevs (1928) suggested a value of 93m 
for the last glaciation and 120-130m for the maximum; 
Daly (1934) gave values of 75m and 9 0 h  respectively; while 
Donn et. a/. (1962) estimated the maximum value at 
between 137.4 and 159.3m, and King (1974) estimated it 
at  100m. 

Shepard and Curray (1967) and Veeh (1966) believe that 
the sea level was slightly higher than now betwe 000 
and 150,000 years ago, and that it fell to  -1% een 
50,000 and 60,000 years ago. 

en 100,l 
)m betw 
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The pattern of sea level change since the last glacial 
period had been well documented, but U not easy 
t o  establish correlations even between c reas in the 
high latitudes, much less to establish sucn correlations 
between the latter and the tropical coasts. 

Shepard (1963) asserted that the s lot 
different from its present position between 35,000 and 
30,000 years ago. Millman and Emery (1968) using several 
radio carbon dates fr.om the Atlantic continental shelf of 
the U.S.A. also concluded that the sea level was at its present 
height some 35,000 years ago. After this period, the sea 
level started to  drop gradually till 21,000 B.P. after which it 
dropped more rapidly till 6,000 B.P. (King, 1974). Shepard 
and Curray (1967) put the drop at -20m by 30,000 years, 
and -160m by '19,000 B.P. McFarlan (1961) put the level 
at -76m'hv 18,000 B.P., while Millman and Emery (1968) 
put it at -130m and King (1974) put it at between -132 
and -60m. The pattern of sea level movement since the 
Wurm glaciation is shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Sea Level Movement since the last (Wurm) Glaciation 

Time (B.P.) Level Author 

Falling sea level 

nan and En 90,000-95,000 Present lwel Shepard (1963) Millr 
(1968) 

21,000-30,000 -20 below 
present lwel Shepard frnd Curray (19672 

19,000 - 160m 
present lwel Shepard and Curray '( 1967) 

18,000 - 76m McFarlan (1961) 

18,000 -1.30111 Millman and Emery (1968) 

1 6000 -132-  -oum King(1974) 

Rising sea level 

14,000 - 4,400 -4.4m Scholl and Struver (1967) 

3,400 -28m Scholl and Swver (1967) 

3,400 -3.4m - +S.4m Fairbridge (1961) 

The sea level started t o  rise as from 14,000 B.P. The rise 
was rapid till 7,000 B.P. after which it continued at a slower 
rate till 4,000 B.P. (King, 1974). Studies based on the stable 
crustal area of Florida by Scholl and Struver (1967) suggest 
that the sea level was 4.4m below the present level some 
4,400 years ago, and that in the last 3,400 years, it has risen 
only by 1.6m. However, Shepard and Curray (1967) and 
Veeh (1970) studying in the same area concluded that since 
the beginning of the Holocene, only the tectonically active 
areas show evidence of high sea levels, while in stable areas, 
the sea has never risen above its present leveL But Tjia et. a/. 
(1977) using radio carbon evidence established periods of 
high sea levels around the Malaysian peninsula at between 
8,300 and 9,500 B.P., 4,200 and 5,700 B.P., and 2,500 
and 2,900 B.P. Thus opinions vary about the glacio-eustatic 
sea level movement especially since the late Pleistocene. 

Whatever the pattern, changes in sea level have several 
morphological implications which are discussed in the latter 
pGt  of this lecture. 

3.3 Quaternary Clin iatic Chi 
P .  

anges 

Not much is known or the past climatic pattern in me  
forested areas of the humid tropks, but a better, if still 
poorly resolved picture of the palaeoclimatic patterns in areas 
currently covered by savannas is now fairly well established 
(Grove, 195 .e and Pullan, 1964; Shaw, 1976; and 
Selby (1'977: 

8;  Grov 
I - 

Various categorles of morphogeological, topographical, 
biological and ' archeological evidence and stable isotope 
analysis have been used to  establish the broad palaeoclimatic 
trend especially in tropical Africa since the late Pleistocene. 
Table 3 reflects the uncertainties about these events and the 
dates. 
The evidences adduced by some of these authors are already 
outlined and discussed (Jeje, 1980). 

Opinions vary about the nature of the palaeoclimate in the 
forested humid tropics during the Pleistocene - Holocene 



TABLE 3 
3,300 - 1,750 Thomu and Thorp (1980) 
C 3,250 Shaw (1976) 
C 3,000 Hall et al 1-(1986) 
2,750 - 2450 0liver '(1972)-, 
1,170 - 780 Gribbin and Lamb (1978) 

Fluctua 
:e Pleistc 

The E Tropical ~tline of Climatic 
frica since the la1 

Zlimatic evt 'n'od (B. P. ) Aurhor 

Thomas an1 - . .. i,ooo - 20,0( dThorp (1  
3 1,000 Burke and Durotoye I 

1,000 - 20.""" Street and Grove (19' 
21,000 Talbot e t  al. (1984) 
20,000 Shaw (1976) 

9 ,  Servant and Servant - 

Dry phase 780 - 530 Brooks (1948) 
C 480 Shaw (1976) 
430 - 130 Gribbin and Lamb (1978) ' 2 1  

Vildary (1 ial and glaci interstadial periods. Accordin 
(1985), during the glacial periods in the higher latituaes, the 
climate in the low latitudes especially in the inter tropical 
areas was colder, drier and windier than today, while in the 
interglacial period the climate was characterized by very high 
temperature and rainfall. 

Dry phase Wijmstra ( 
Maley (19q 
Pastouret e t  aL (1:' 

Burke et. aL (1971) 
Servant and Servant - Vildary (1  
Williams e t  aL (1980) 
Kolla et. aL (1979) 
Fredoux ( 
Kendal (15 

Aubreville (1962) and also Schwarzbach (1963) put the 
extreme limit of arid areas during Wurm glacial maximum at 
between latitude 8 ' ~  and loON in Nigeria, all places 
southward to  the coast being covered by woodland savanna 
with bastions of forest surviving along the coast in Liberia, 

Wet phase 15,000 - 2,000 
13,500 -1 10,500 
13,500 - 10,000 
C 13,000 
13,000 - 8,000 
12,500 - 10,000 
12,500- 7,800 
12,000 - 8,000 
11,000 - 8,000 
10,500 - 7,000 
C 10,560 
9,000 - 5,000 
8.000 - 6,50C 

Burke e t  aL (1971) 
Hall e t  aL (1986) 
Pastouret e t  aL (19: 
Maley (1981) 
Tdbot and belibrias ( 
Kendal (1969) 
Thomas and Thorp (1  
Fredoux (1978) 
Servant and Servbt - . ,,,. , , ,9 80) 
Talbot e t  al. (1984) 
Wijmcrtra (19 78) 
Shaw (1976) 
Maley (1977, 1981) 

Burke and Durotoye ( 

rhomas and Thorp ( 
Oliver (19 72) 
Shaw (1976) 
Talbot and Delibriao ( 
Talbot (1981) 

Ivory Coast, Ghana and in Cameroon and Gabon. Selby 
(1977) and Sowunmi (1981) also showed that areas south of 
latitude 1 0 ' ~  in West Africa were covered either by wood- 
land or tall grass savanna and that they have not experienced 
arid conditions since the late Pleistocene. Although as 
indicated by Wickens (1975) and Grove and Warren (1968), 
during the Wurm maximum glacial advance, rainfall in the 
present rain forest areas declined by 15-20 percent, this 
was still possibly sufficient to support woodland savanna 
Also as emphasized by Lamb (1969) and Gribbin and Lamb 
(1978), the temperature range between the last glacial and 
interstadial periods was 6 ' ~  in the tropics so that the effect 
of a decrease in rainfall during the dry period was possibly 
counter balanced by a decrease in evaporation in which case 
.the vegetation of the present rainforest zone would have 
been only slightly affected. Thus it is quite possible that the 
margin of most of the present rainforest area was covered by 
wooded savanna (Thomas, 19 74, p.274). However, Sowunmi 

3ry phase 

Wet phase 5,000 - 3,000 Burke e t  aL (1971) 
3,750 - 1,000 Talbot andDelibrias ( 
3,500 - 780 Broolo (1948), Shaw 



(1981 ), based on palaeobotanical evidence from the Niger 
delta suggested an invasion of savanna tree and grass in an 
area currently covered by thick rainforest. 

3.4 Implications of Base Lwel and Clirnar~c ihanges 
for Landform Evolution 

If it could be established that the late Tertiary witnessed 
widespread uplift of the cratonic shields and the adjacent 
areas, this could possibly have occurred simultaneously with 
the Pliocene-Pleistocene glacial advances and the associated 
low sea levels. These could also have been coincident with 
climatic oscillations in the tropics where it has been suggested 
that the glacial periods possibly synchronized vAth relatively 
dry phases m d  the interstadial periods with relatively humid 
phases (Fairbridge, 196 1, 1964; ~mili&i,  1955; Bonatti and 
Gartner, 1973). This simultaneous occurrence would have 
elicited extremely complex but interrelated geomorphic 
responses with several iniplications for the evolution of both 
the gross and detailed morphology of landscapes. As these 
effects are still not fully resolved, it may be difficult to 
examine them simultaneously. They are therefore discussed 
concurrently. 

use Level Changes 

rough c: 
~d mass 

mated a 
y locati 
. - - L  -...- 

With the lowering of the sea i r v r ~  CILIICI ~r~ruugh  crusla 
uplift or glacial ,advances, rivers will be rejuvc nd 
become incised, the depth of incision at an on 
depending on the amount of uplift involved, the nature of 
the .bedrock, the depth of 'weathering iltto the bedrock and 
distance from the regional base level. With the uplift of a 
deeply weathered terrain underlain by a highly irregular basal 
surface, erosiond stripping will be most intense very close 
to the base level at the lower parts of the river basins, the 
regolith will be removed first from the valley bottom and 
subsequently, t h ~  reep, slope wash, rilling, gullying, 
basal sapping a1 , slumping, from the interfluvial 
arpac Thereafter erosional stripping will proceed towards 

ben 
wea 
tior 
shal 
ma! 
19'7 
192 

L 
can 

st nave 
sional st: 
nt expo! 

I the upper parts of the basins. Thus landscapes in the remote 
interior of the continents and on  regional watersheds particu- 
larly in West Africa not subject to  repeated erosional strip- 

I ping are characterized by lateritized plains which have 
\I survived in their present form since the Tertiary subject to 

continuous chemical weathering and without any serious 
1 erosion. In contrast, the Stair case like surfaces closer to  the 

coa experienced repeated deep weathering and 
ero! ripping of the weathered material with the subse- 
que sure of wide areas of the weathering front on the 
different surfaces. In such landscapes, with channel incision, 
the water table can migrate downwards, and where it is 
frequently renewed, weathering penetration especially 

eath the interfluves is facilitated. As a result tht 
 ther ring front is not parallel with the surface cc 
I, but is deeper under the interfluves and r 
[low under the river channels (Fig. 11) as observed in 
ly parts of West Africa (Ruddock, 1967,, Thomas 1966, 
'4; Jeje 1970, 1973, 1982;' Faniran and Omorinbola, 
{O). 
is shown by Thc 165), two patterns of uplift which 

produce differ Its can be envisaged; rapid but 
iodic uplifts, and  slow^ but continuous uplift. 

>mas (19 
ent resu 

: current 
lnfigura- 
,elatively 

atogen 
P 

;iven the tectonic movements and the cym ic 
warping, tilting and uplift of the coastal margins or con- 
tinental shields during the Pliocene (King, 1962), landscapes 
in such areas would be subjected to repeated deep chemical 
weathering and erosional stripping so that they would be 
characterized byabare exposed rocks in between zones of 
deep weathering. With this geomorphological history, the 
rock outcrops in the form of inselbergs, tors etc. will become 
more and more emphasized but some through fluvial erosion, 
exfoliation and collapse following the opening up of formerly 
tightly closed joints will be destroyed. 

As emphasized by Wayland (1947), under conditions of 
slow but continuous uplift, erosional stripping can proceed 
at equal pace with intense chemical weathering so that while 
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sides and hillslopes to reveal core boulders, rock slabs and 
inselbergs, disruption of lateritic crusts, deposition of collu- 
vial and alluvial sediment on hillfoot sites, hillslopes, valley 
heads and valley floors, and widespread pedimentation 
through ferruginised crust scarp retreat, the precipitation 
and induration of iron and other elements (Gamer, 1969; 
Folster, 1969, Thomas 1984). While Jeje (1980) observed 
that some of these features on their own may not constitute 
evidence ,of climatic change, Thomas and Thorp (1980) 
cautioned that gravel deposition on slopes and on valley 
floors could have occurred during the wet phases as well, 
possibly in conjuction with an incomplete vegetal cover. 

of Ic 
dune: 
7 a i r ~  - 
Afric 

Clj 
h 2 1 1 ~  

?;he dry periods in particular witnessed extensive deposition 
of sand dunes in the Chad basin (Grove, 1965; Grove and 
Pullan, 1964; Grove and Warren, 1968) and along the lower 
Kourses of the Senegal river (Selby, 1977) also, fine sand and 
silt size particles in thick layers were deposited down to 

about latitude 9 ' ~  in Nigeria The dunes were in the form' 
)w ridges oriented NNGSSW and. ENE-M'SE. Such 
s have also been identified in the Shaba Province of 
. In fact most of the present savanna areas in tropical 
a were also covered by a superficial drift layer. 
imatic changes especially since the Pleistocene 

implications for landscape evolution in the numia 
cs, but their effects are difficult to is6late from ^those 
ting from base level changes. In any case both could 
affected hillslope and valley morphology. . 

Hil/s/ope and Vulley Morphology 

period 
1 . 1 

l l ~ e  repetition of slope degradatiorl andS.aggradation due 
banges in either climate or base level has led to the 
nulation of several sequences of deposition on hillslopes 

arm on lower flat surfaces. Butler (1959) recognized six 
such strata on hillslopes in south eastern Australia while 
the stratigraphy of an exposed soil at the head of a bog 
burst at Chelinda in Malawi reveals about the same number 
(Shrodder, 1976). De Villiers (1965) recognised five distinct 

strata in Natal. About the same number was recognised 
north of the Niger-Gulf of Guinea watershed in western 
Nigeria by Folster (1969). Bruckner (1955), however, 
recognized only three distinct strata in the lateritic deposits 
of south eastern Ghana, more or less the same number 
recognized in the Ibadan area of western Nigeria by Burke 
and Durotoye (19 71). .Garner (1 968) also shows that flood- 
plains in the Cordillera Oriental in Peru are often underlain 
by several sequences .of alluvial deposits, much the same as 
those studied in Yengema and Tongo districts in Sierra Leone 
where Thomas and Thorp (1980) observed three distinct 
alluvial strata in the local floodplains. 

The most important sediments on hillslopes in tl d 
tropics include stone and gravel layers, and hillwash sedi- 
ment, all attributed to the combined effects of repeated 
past degradation and aggradation of ,slopes since the late 
Tertiary period. These 4eatures will not be disc;: 
Interested readers can refer to Thomas (1974), Jej I, 
and Faniran and Jeje (1983). 

Given the postulated series of pedimentation in the dry 
periods, valley slope profiles in the humid tropics are 
expected to be multi-faceted (see Ruhe, 1956). In fact 
Folster's (1969). description of repeated pedimentation 
ideally leads one to ex.pect multi-concave s1ope:qrofiles in 
areas north of Ilorin in Kwara state. Wigwe (19g6) 
recognized and mapped these types of slope profiles on 
Cretaceous Sandstone north of Ilorin, while Moss (1965) 
and. Jeje (1970) recognized and mapped multi-faceted slope 
profiles on the Cretaceous Sandstone west of Abeokuta 
(Fig. 13). These slope profiles contain up to  5 .slope units. 
Of those measured, the slope segment next to the stream 
channel is 15-4om, long and inclined .at 16'-45'. The 
succeeding valley ben'ch often covered by detrital fermginous 
crust and other colluvial material is 80-170m long and 
inclided at 1'-6'. This is followed by another slope unit. 
120-210m long, inclined at  2'-7' which is in turn 
followed by a steep debris slope inclined at 10~-20~. The- 



upper part is marked by outcrops of ferruginous crust up to 
15m thick (Fig, 14). The crest is typically flat. De Swardt 
(1953) recognized such multi-faceted valley slopes along the 
Kaduna River. 

Such series of complex dope profiles are also fairly 
common on the basement complex rocks at least in the 
forest area of south western Nigeria. Field measurements 
in the Opa basin in the Ife area on an undulating plain 
underlain by weathered basement complex rocks show 
that 36 percent of the measured vdley slopes are dominated 
by simple profiles while the rest are multi-faceted except 
that the changes in slope angles are no more angular (Jeje, 
1976). Also of the 82 valley and hill slopes measured in the 
~avan t i na  and Cachimbo areas of Brazil by Young (1970)  
about 40 pe;cent are multi-faceted. Kessel (1977)  also 
observed that valley slopes in the savanna area of Rupununi 
in Guyana are multi-concave and multi-faceted. Kadomura 
(1977)  observed much t h e  same features in the savanna 
area of the ~ a m e r b o n  Republic. 

However, as already indicated, it is possible that these 
multi-faceted valley slopes could have resulted from the 
combined effects of climatic change, lowering of the regional 
base levels, and the rapid incision of the streams as a result of 
the world wide low sea levels associated with the major 
glacial advances. In fact, Moss (1965) attributed such multi- 
faceted profiles on the sedimentary rocks of south western 
Nigeria to  repeated base level lowering during the Pleistocene. 
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4.0 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PRESENT LANDFORMS 
AND CONTEMPORARY PROCESSES - LANDFORM 
STABILITY AND INSTABILITY 

Certain landforms resdting from deep.cher! ithering 
and subsequent erosion, such as tots, corestones, inselbergs, 
duricrust capped hills, pediments, duricrust pavements, 
although generally characteristic of the tropics, have also 
been observed in other climatic zones ranging from the 
temperate to the arid. Since there is evidence to suggest that 

nical we: 
- - - - . .- 



climate has changed several times in all the present climatic 
zones through the Tertiary into the Quaternary, it ;, 
uncertain under which climate these landforms evolved either 
in the tropical or extra-tropiczl areas. If they evolved under 
past dry climatic conditions, they can be regarded as relict 
landforms under the present humid warm climatic con- 
ditions. 

The wide saucer-shaped, alluviated, marshy valleys with 
poorly defined river channels observed in Malaysia (Swan, 
1970), in Malawi and in the Mato Grosso area of Brazil 
(Young, 1969, 1970) and in parts of south western Nigeria 
(Wigwe, 1966 and Jeje, 1970), are also believed to have been 
formed under past drier conditions. If this is the case, the 
implication is that most landforms in the humid tropical 
environment are indeed relict, and are thus inherited features 
which are now adjusting to the present climatic conditions. 

However, it has also been contended that some of these 
landforms evolved under climatic conditions not exactly 
dissimilar from those of today. Features such as corestones, 
tors, and inselbergs though they can be formed through 
deep chemical weithering and erosion, are azonal, and 
relate more to structure than climate; hence they do not 
serve as indicators of the climate under which they were 
formed. Also valley form is not a good climatic indicator. 
For instance Bik (1966) observed V-shaped valleys sup- 
posedly formed under humid conditions in close contiguity 
to saucer-shaped wide valleys putatively formed under 
semi-arid conditions in an area in New Guinea. Recent 
investigations in various climatic environments have also 
shown that pediments can be formed under any type of 
vegetal cover. Bik (1966 p.41) reports that in parts of New 
Guinea covered by rainforest, slopes are actively wasting 
back both, in volcanic terrain and in areas of arenaceous and 
argillaceous rocks so that pediments are actively developing 
under the forest. Backwearing and pedimentation appear 
to be active at the -baie of the forest-covered Cretaceous 
scarp in south western Nigeria Ueje, 19 72). These processes 



are also very activ'e in the dry forest in the Mato Grosso 
in Brazil where the sandstone overlying shale is being actively 
er:ded and subject to parallel backwearing (Townshend, 
1970, pp. 394-396). In fact backwearing appears unconfined 
to  the tropical environlnent as it has been observed by Dury 
(1972) in the humid temperate, environment of souther: 
England under a forest cover. King (1957) even conceeded 
that pedimentation can take place under any climatic con- 
dition including the rainforest climate provided the required 
conditions were satisfied. Thus pediments in the humid 
tropics are not necessarily relict. 

Much has been written about the morphology and forma- 
tion of laterites (ferricretes) with the emphasis that they are 
formed under alternating periods of humidity and aridity, 
and are thus relict wherever they are found under the rain- 
forest. The formation of laterite will not be discussed in 
detail here, suffice it to observe along with Young (1976, 
pp. 154-155) that "it is not true as is sometimes held, that 
a savanna climate is necessary for laterite formation. Whilst 
some laterites 3f the rainforest may be relict, others are 
forming at present". While the process of iron mobilization 
and precipitation in the soil is undoubtedly favoured within 
the zone of groundwater fluctuation in the savanna zone, 
or as a restllt of climatic fluctuations, it is equally true that 
the rainforest area is not a zone of static water table so that 
it can also favour the formation of laterites. 

Thus both Scrivener (1909) and Harrison (1934) showed 
that-laterites could form where the'rainfall is continuous 
throughout the year provided the rains are separated by 
short dry spells.  YOU^^ (1976) doubts the hypothesis that 
iron deposition and hardening are simultaneous in which 
case the short dry seasons prevalent in the rainfsrest area 
could be kufficient for the formation of laterite. Townshend 
(1970) s6oCvs examples of cbntemporary formation of 
laterite in a part of the Mato Grosso of Brazil in a horizon- 
tally bedded Palaeozoic sanstone dissected by valleys. Near 
the upper margins of the valley sides, steps and benches occur 

on which laterite is continuously outcropping as the valley 
is eroded. On tracing the laterite back to the plateau with 
auger, it disappeared within 20m of the edge of the outcrop. 
The contemporary formation of groundwater ironstone 
observed by Folster (1969) and Smyth and Montgomerry 
(1962) in parts of western Nigeria also shows that laterites in 
the forest areas are not necessarily relict features. 

Thus it is possible that most landforms ir, the humid 
tropics, though exposed to the Pleistocene-Holocene climatic 
fluctuations, have evolved under climatic influences not 
entirely dissimilar from those occurring today. If the land- 
forms were affected by these climatic fluctuations, they have 
since adjusted to the present warm humid conditions. 

In the absence of any serious contemporary tectonic 
activities, rapid base level lowering and drastic changes in 
the prevailing climatic conditions, the landscape appears to 
be in a delicate equilibrium with the present climatic environ- 
ment. Deep weathering now possibly exceeds regolith 
removal through the various agencies of chemical and 
physical denudational processes. Most hillslopes covered by 
dense vegetation whether forest or savanna are only experien- 
cing very slow geological erosion. Duricrust scarps, blocks 
and rubble on hillslopes are immobilized and colonized by 
dense vegetal cover as evident on valley slopes in many areas. 
Old gullies are also stabilized and colonized by dense vegeta- 
tion. Most exposed rock outcrops are experiencing thin 
sheeting induced by hydro-thermal influences. Linear 
erosion except very locally is rather weak as tropical rivers 
are not exactly noted for their erosional ability due to the 
absence of large amounts of coarse sediments. This arises 
from the thorough decomposition of the rocks so that the 
sediments reaching the rivers through the process of slope- 
wash and creep are often Completely devoid of coarse load 
(Thomas, 1974, pp. 119-121; Twidale, 1976, p. 273). 

This stability, however, has been shattered wherever there 
have been serious anthropological interferences with the 
vegetal and soil cover. The most important anthropological 



factors include heavy population pressure on the land and the 
I 

consequent devegetation, overcultivation, overgrazing, poor 
cultivation techniques and very poor engineering work. All 

I 

I 

these have combined to trigger severe gullying and slope 
failure in many parts of the humid tropics, and to  cause 
landscape instability. About 16,700 km2 is affected by 
serious forms of accelerated erosion in eastern Nigeria alone. II 

Severe gullying have also been reported from Kenya, hlalawi, 
Zimbabwe, Tanzania, the heavily populated island of Java 
and hlalaysia. Douglas (1967a and b)  shows the effect of 
vegetal cover on  sediment yield in the Cameroon Highlands 
of Peninsular Malaysia. In a catchment where 94 -percent 1 
of the natural vegetation was intact, sediment yield was 
21.1m3 /km2/yr,  but was 103.1m3 /kmz/yr in a catchment 

'I 

with 64 percent vegetal cover. Identical results were 
obtained from the Owena basin in south western Nigeria I 
(Ogunkoya and Jeje, in press). 

As already indicated, obviously relict landforms are 
important elements in the present savanna areas all over the 
humid tropics. Such landforms include lateritic scarps on 
hillslopes, series of transverse dunes and an extensive cover 
of medium t o  fine sand drift. The latter features which were 

produced under obviously drier climates being basically 
unstable under present climatic conditions are experiencinr 
serious transformations. The dunes which have been subject 
to  repeated humid conditions are undergoing weathering and 
the development of lateritic profiles. They are now coloni- 
zed by thickets and shrubs with a ground flara of tufted 
grasses. Where the vegetation cover h$ been removed they 
have been seriously eroded. The drift covered areas are now 
subject to  intense sheet and gully erosion in several parts of 
northern Nigeria, most especially in the Kubani basin in the 
Zaria area where veritable badland terrains are very common, 
The drift materials are also subject to  intense gullying in 
Shaba Province of Zaire. 

5.0 IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT 
The mocies of lanclscape evolution in the humid trc,pjcs 

have practical implications for land resources evaluation and 
management. The humid tropical region is among tire 
least developeci areas in the world but many of its countries 
are in a hurry to develop. In the absence of clear and detailed 
information about its natural resources, derelopmellt plans 
are often bascd on guesses and estimates. In most of these 
countries, for example Nigeria, emphasis is on thc improve- 
ment of agrici~ltrlre and ancilliary facilities such as roads and 
water supply. In  order to plan a rational land dei.elopn~ent 
pro,qramnlc, land evaluation studics are often commissioned. 

Land cv:~lu;ltio~l is the tcrm ~lsed to describe the process o l  
assessing thc prorlucth.it). and potential of land for agri- 
culture, foresty, watcr rcsource delreloplnent, scttlcmcnt 
and resettlcmcnt schemes, and recreation. The ~vord 'land' 
cinbraccs rocks, landforn~, soils, climate, \.egrtation ant1 
water. Extensi\.e studies o f  the land with a vie\v to its evalua- 
tion for resource exploitation have been carried out by the 
British llirectorate of Otrerseas Surveys, Land F.esources 
Ile\8elopment Ccntre in Nigeria, hlalawi, Kenya, B o t s ~ ~ a n q  
Solomon Islands, Fiii, and Vanuatu; and b ~ ,  the Australian 
C.S.I.R.O. 1)i~rision of Land Research and Regiollal Sun,e)- 

in parts of AI lnd Papua New Guinea These s u ~ ~ e y s  
which adopte ndscape approach of terrain classifica- 
tion were based on different sizes of land units - the land 
element, the land facet, the land system, the land region, the 
land province, the land di~ision and the land zone. The land 
systerns and facets are the most widely used uni 

areas 
.,.-L-- 

The land system is defined as "an area or 
throughoot u,hich there is a recurring pattern ot topogrrp~~y,  
soils, and vegetation" (Christian and Stewart, 1953, p. 76) 
recognizable on medium scale aerial photographs and 
mappable at 1: 250,000 to 1: 1,000,000 scales. In emphasi- 
zing the geomorphological base, Christian (1957 p. 76) 
remarked that "a simple land system is a group of closely 
related topographic units usually small in number that have 



distinc 
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interna 
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several 
mannil 

arisen as the products of a common geomorphic pheno 
menon. The topographic units thus constitute a geographi- 
call!. associated series and are directly and consequently 
related to one another". In general, the land system 
approach 1.iew.s the entire terrain with regard to  the whole 
range of possible land use interests. Thus Bawden and 
Tuley (1966) recognized and mapped thirty land systems 

f ! 
in the Sardauna Province of Nigeria and described the 
geology, physioqaphy, soils, climate, vesetation and the l i  
current use in each land system, and then assessed the land's 
suitabilit) for various agricultural development. Aitchison 

et. a/. (1959) also recognized five land provinces in north 
eastern Sigeria and subdivided them into land regions and I 

then into land systems each of which was described in terms 
of geology, ph~,siography and soils, and the resource poten- 

I1 

tial with regard to agricultural development. 

Some scholars, ho\ve\,er, believe that the land facet is a 
more appropriate unit for terrain evaluation than the land 
system (Eeckett and \\ebster, 1965). The land facet is 
defined as "one or more land cler,lents grouped for practical 
purposes, part of a landscape which is reasonably homo- 
genous and fairly distinct from surrounding terrain" I , I 

(Christian and Stewart, 1964). It is mappable at 1: 10,000 to 
1:80,000 scales. The land facets are believed to have 

tive patterns of slope, vegetation types and ground 
on aerial photographs which are an indication of 
(1 soil-drainage conditions. Thus as a result of  its ~ 

uniforniity, the land facet is often preferred as a basis for 
soil mapping. Murdoch et. a/. (1 976) applied it in mapping 
soils in the saLranna area of .western Nigeria 

lever, tl I terrain classification poses 
problen  porta ant is that as land system ' 

...-rr..~g is on tne uasis UL t,~Lttcrn recognition from aerial 
photographs, absence clear cut diagnostic 
features for re g the dii and systems, mapping I 

cannot be successrully replicatea; as many versions of the 
land system map of the same area will be produced as there 

$is appr 
7s. The 

. I  1.- 

.oath tc 
most irr 

.I- - C  -- 
in the 
cognisin 

" ,, 

of no 
Fferent 1i 

1 _. 

are operators. .Vso in tlir ;~bsencc of any rigid critcriu for 
defining and delimiting these land systcms, thcy are 
arbitraril~. defined i~ccordinp to the scale of tllc sur\,c)., thus 
units recognised in the field vary in complexity fro111 silliple 
land elements to more cot~lples land s).stenis such as LI \\hole 
mountain s\.stel;l (l'homr~s, 19ti91. Thus the conceptual 
basis of land s\.stcnl ninpping. especially the problem of  
defining a i d  mnppinp these units of the environment, is still 
to be clearlv resol\.ed. 

lorphic k 
i summa: 

~rinciple 
rised by 

mo~yholoyir- based upon external fc 

slope categories in partici 

map pin: 
Stewart 

g by the 
(1963) 

ief and 

based on cornmen origin, usually 
lccording $to lithology in erosional 
;ystel;ls or to a common process in 
depositional s5-st1 ems ; 

possibl] 
- 

:he reIative and i absolute ages 
~f land surfaces are recognized, and 
nherited features of former conditions 
ire identified; 

- 
minant 

dynamic -  he mode and rate of landscape change 
and the recognition of do 
formative processes. 

In reality, these principles are not easy to follow and 
appl\.ing them is extremely tedious and time consuming. 
In fact, it is doubtful if the): can be followed on the scale 
of land system mapping at 1:500,000. For example, the 
precise measurement of form is only possible on large scale 
maps, as the level of generalization on small scaler maps 
will be unacceptable. 

Tile above emphasizes the need to  establish fundamental 

principles .that will govern terrain classification. The first 
step in setting up such principles is to  select one distinct 
element of the environment for mapping. Such an element 



must ha ve a high degree of correspondence with the other 
elements of significance to land development, or  the corres- 
pondcnce must be predictable from a knowledge of the 
chosen element. As the landform is the only element that 
fulfils these conditions, "a correct interpretation of the 
landform in terms of its genesis and sequence of development 
provides the understanding whereby the form units within 
an area may be related to another in terms of its formative 
processes" (Thomas, 1969, p. 114). Having decided on 
these geomorphological entities, the next stage is to define 
them so rigorously and in such a clearly circumscribed 
manner that they can be readily recognized at different 
places (as attempted by Thomas, 1969, p. 118). Their 
genesis and relations with neighbouring landforms should 
also be clearly defined. 

This was the approach adopted by M'abbut (1962) in his 
study of Alice Springs Area in Australia where, basing his 
classification on lithology and geomorphic history, he 
recognized four main classes of land units: 

Erosional Weathered In 
Partially Dissected I 
Surface 
Erosional Surfaces fol 
Surface 

.t. Depositional Surfaces 

Eighty-eight land systems we 
catcgorics and <groupetl at a 

. . 
according to tf 
characteristics. 

leir don 

' c l . , c c ; f i ,  

md surfa 
Erosiona 

rc recog 
lower 1 . . 

piscd within these 
cvcl of complexity 
Igical or litholog ' ' 

This typc of ,,,,.,,,..~atlon not only establislles rclat 
ships between atljaccnt land systcms, it also enllanccs 11 

ccrtain dcgrcc of prediction bctwccn thc la id  systc.111~. 
thc soils, and other pro1)crtics of tile land surfaces. It also 
facilitates thc mapping o f  gcllctic,llly dcfinrd ,ltcd. 

lan<lform units at varior~s scitles. 'l'ilc systc111 cai ~licd 
in thc humitl tropics whcrcvcr it is possiblc to rccogniLc 

:net ically rclntcc )rm syst ~ n c c  

;1c al 

ion- 

ed and 
, 1969; 
ar criteri 

particul 
i be recc 

defin - , described from .ar areas (see Thomas, 
1965 Jeje, 1970), cal 3gnized on the basis of  
simil; a elsewhere. 

5.1 Etchplains and Soils 

As already emphasized in this lecture, deep chemical 
weathering and the development of duricrust are important 
elements of the geomorpholo~y of the humid tropics 
especially in areas associated with crustal stability. Also 
as already indicated such deeply weathered terrain can be 
subject to erosional stripping following base level or  clinlatic 
changes to produce a suite of distinctive landform systems 
which can be related, morphologically described and classi- 
fied in specific terms. Thus based on this reality of  deep 
weathering and subsequent stripping a variety of etchplains 
have been recognized on the basement complex rocks of 
south western Nigeria which can also be recognized in similar 
areas in the h'umid tropics. As already described, these are: 

Lateritized etchplains 
~issected,  lateritized etchplains 
Partially stripped etchplains 
Dominantly stripped etchplains/etchsurfaces 
Dominantly stripped and incised etchsurfaces 

The aggraded etchplain can be recognized where the plain 
is covered by aeolian drift or by alluvium. These etchplains 
and etchsurfaces can be recognized partially on the basis of 
lithology, becausc while the acidic igncous and metamorphic 
rocks give rise to rocky terrains with pockcts, of deep 
weathering zones between the outcrops, and thus form strip- 
ped etchplains, I~asic rocks which are readily lateritized 
often forr;? latcritized plains. Similarly the ferruginiscd 
sandstoncs readily givc risc to lateritized plains. 

Bascd on this observation, and on the work of Moss 
(1968), and the soil mapping excrcisc by Smyth anti 
Montgomery (1962), as a f'irst approximation thc lollowing 
relationship in 'I'ahlc 4 can he suggcstcd betwcen soils, 
lithology and ctchplains in Ccntral Wcstcrn Nigeria 



With further refinement, this scheme can be applied in 
mapping the broad land units and soils in most arcas oi. the 
humid tropics. 

6.0 COirlCLUSlCtli 

The organization of landforms into land systems on the 
basis of genetic factors such as lithology and fornlat i~e 

-.- 
proce deep weathering and erosional stripping of tllr 
weatl aterial to  form a related series of  etchplaiils 
app ea onstitute an important principle in a broad 
classification of the humid tropical terrain into mappable 
units; more so where such units can be shown to  ha\ e associa- 
tions with soil development and the other elenlcnts of the 
land. Such maps which can be produced from various 
imageries where topographic mapping at a incdium scale is 
still unaccomplislled can be \,cry uscful for development and 
land management purposes. 

Although Nigeria is fairly by 1 :50,000 topogra- 
phic maps and 1:40,000 a i r p 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 3 ,  land unit mapping ~vitli 
the aim of evaluating the units for various development 
purposes has not been carried out in any systematic manner. 
Up till now, efforts havc only been concentrated in Gongola 
State and parts of the Benue and Plateau States by the 
British Directorate of Overseas Surveys Land Resources 
Development Centre and other local and foreign agencies. 
As these agencies based mapping on field work and aerial 
photograph analysis both of which are extremely tedious, 
progress has of necessity been very slow. However, this 
inadequacy can now be remedied by the use of S.L.A.R. 
(Side Looking Airborne Radar) imagery recently procured 
by the Federal Department of Forestry. As this imagery 
with its synoptic perspectives can provide more information 
on the geology and landform complexes than the topographic 
maps and the available airphotographs, the task of carrying 
out a systematic land unit mapping and the evaluation of 
the productive c'apacity of all parts of the country is made 
easier. This poses a challenge which all indigenous geomor- 
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phologists and related scientists must take seriously so that 
at no distant date, the land unit d evaluation maps of 
Nigeria will become available fc s planning purposes. 
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